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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Lucas López has contributed to the dictionary with 14 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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centellas
Fire rays of light such as undecided or people, or of variable intensity and color.

cesó
One thing comes to an end.Example: has ceased the wind.

colma
Maximum grade which can be something that is expressed.Example: the award came on top of their happiness

escarnio
Very offensive mockery which is done with the intention of hurt and offend.

estremecido
1. Make temblar.2 impress or cause an alteration in the mood.

germinar
Start to develop a thing.Example: sprout an idea.

horrores
Action or fact that produces repulsion to the senses to the morale.

horrores
Intense fear.

inmarcesible
That is not withered or not is pasaEjemplo: inmarcesibles flowers; inmarcesible fame.

júbilo
Great joy that manifests itself outwardly, with gestures.Example: us we embrace with joy to see us after so long.

laureles
1 Evergreen, tree trunk smooth, tough, permanent and lanceolate leaves, dark green, bright color and pleasant smell,
and small, round fruit of black: the laurel has medicinal properties; Bay leaves are used to flavor the comida.2 sheet of
this tree, used as a condiment: my mother always take laurel to their guisos.3 reward or fame that results from a
success or a triumph: the laurels of victory.Note usually in plural with the same meaning as in the singular.

mofa
Done or said that he intends to put to ridicule a person or actions.

resuena
Sound with force.Example: the battering resonated in the forest.



sátira
Said corrosive and biting with who criticizes something or someone.Speech or literary composition which criticises
customs or vice of someone to moralize or as mockery.


